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; . . , ABSTRACT

The effects of the repulsion between the electrons on the two-channel Kondo problem

.ire studied by use of the bosonization technique. Following Emery and Kivclson, we

define a special case in the spin density wave sector, in which the impurity spin is actually

detached from the dynamics of the electrons. The model is thus mapped to a local Sine-

Gordon system For weak repulsion, the basic features of the overscrcening picture are

maintained However, at sufficient strong repulsion the system is driven into the weak

(ouphng regime, hence an overscrecning-underscreening transition emerges.
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Since the advent of the work of Nozieres and Blandin,' many efforts have been devoted

to explore the two-clianiie] Kondo problem. In the theoretical aspect, the interesting

feature relates to the ovcrsreening of the loc;il impurity by two channels of conduction

elections, leading to divergent susceptibility and specific heat as well as residual entropy

contributed by the impurity. This kind of local non-Fermi liquid behavior is totally

different from its one-channel counterpart, and is the focus of many current works using

various methods.2~''

A significant step has been taken by Emery and Kivclsou (EK)1' in the framework

of bo.soniz/ilion tcclinic|iic*. They found at a certain value of the longitudinal exchange, ,

the two-channel Kondo model can be mapped onto a solvable resonant level model. The

relevant. quantities can then be evaluated, amidst is the remarkable zero point entropy

7jl»'2. Furthermore, S'engupla and Georges' have shown, that away from I lie exactly solv-

able point, the residual interaction developes logarithmically divergent susceptibility and

specific heat, yielding the. universal value of the Wilson ratio. As for the original fermion

form, Fabrizio cl al. have worked out the asymptotic form of the partition function,* a

mapping to a resonant level model is also achieved, which is parallel to KK's treatment. ;

The exchange anisotropy is presumably irrclevcnt to the low energy physics, hence, the

physical picture is in principle clarified.

However, for a real one-dimensional system, for instance a thin metallic wire, the; i

<|iia.si-particli: description of t lie conduction electrons breaks down at the presence of the

electron-electron interaction. The quasi-particle excitations are replaced by the collective- _,

charge and spin excitations, resulting in the Luttingcr liquid behavior."'10 The effects of the



electron-electron interaction on the Kondo problem have been studied by the renormalized

group analysis11"13 and by the conformal field theory.14
 : .

Although the.main attention focuses on the instability of the non-Fermi liquid behavior

for the channel anisotropy,15'16 the channel-isotropic" case is still interesting due to its

special position in the fixed point diagram.8 Miyake ct al. have indicated in their study

of a multichannel Kondo problem,17 that the repulsion between electrons al. the impurity

site makes the non-Fermi liquid fixed point unstable. It seems to us, even without channel

inisotropy, the investigation on the effect of electronic repulsion in a multichannel Kondo

model has not been exhausted yet. One would wonder, if the repulsion between the

conduction electrons might drive the non-Fermi liquid behavior into instability at any

strength. • - ;:

In this paper, we would discuss the two-channel Kondo model at the presence of the

homogenous repulsion between the conduction electrons. Using bosonization technique,

we are able to generalize EK's treatment.6 It turns out that at a special point the impurity

is also detached from the dynamics of the conduction electrons. Then the system is

described by a local sine-Gordon model. Though the preoblem is still not exactly solvable,

the main features of EK's solution is retained so long as the repulsion is not too strong.

Beyond certain threshhold value, the repulsion will destroy the non-Fermi liquid behavior

and give rise to a new scenario.

. The Hamiltonian of our problem contains the exchange interaction with a .••• = j spin

impurity and the repulsion between electrons with opposite spins. With linear description

of the energy dispersion of.the conduction electrons, the Haniiltoiiiau takes the form



+ U" H
a.O=n.L a

+ \s* E E-wJiMiMoj + i Y,

where V'fl<r (»At<r) annihilates a right-(left-)moving electron with spin index IT = ± , '

denotes normal ordering. U is the strength of the repulsion between the electrons ,

a = —<r, ./. and ./ j . stand as longitudinal and transverse exchange coupling with the

impurity spin S respectively.

The bosonization of the fermion operators follows the conventional definition9

J—o
(2)

in which ± corresponds to a = R, L respectively, a is a small distance.

Here we mention that we have adopted two boson fields if>+ and <)5_, instead of four

by EK,G to represent two branches of the conduction electrons for each spin state This

form is suitable when the repulsion is included.

After the bosonization being taken, the charge field <f>a — 2~'^2(^+ + <f>~) and the

spin field <f>c = 2~lt2(<t>+ — 4>J) are seperated. The charge density wave is described by

a Tojnonaga-LiiUinger mode) and is decoupled from the impurity spin. The spin density

wave and the impurity are controlled by the Hamiltonian



+ { 5 + c O o / [ e + e ( ) ] + / / ( : j (:5

For simplifying the form, we first apply a rescaling of the boson fields <j>,{x) = A ' I / 2 # ( . T

and ir,(x) - I\'-1/27r(x), with K = (1 - T,%° ) ~ ' / 2 > 1, then a unitary transformation

S.(27r/K)1'2 f dx'Tr(x')]. (4)
. . . . J-co

The Hamiltonian (3) now becomes . .

H = UH,W

= \v'F

(5)

The new velocitj is defined as vF = K~lvp. Now we further apply a "stretch" and a

"rotation" to the boson fields successively, . . . .

' X dx'Hx')],

H-r)l (6)
t/X"

then



- ~(.L -2-^/A'2)S.- | -<M0) + -^SJ.co»[<t>I(0)]. (7)
2ji Ox iira

where vy = t'F!ji$r, V = t'Ft^L and

fo- f Mitf)]. (8)
J-co

When U = 0 (A" = 1), T vanishes, 4>i and $ 2 are equivalent to 4>â  and ci, of Ref6,

respectively. In this modified form (7), a fermionization is still possible

*««(*) = (2Jra)-"2ew'«»(". (9)

The obtained fermion Ilamiltonian looks like

= _,-„« J dx[: itix^

27TP

i-(.7;27ri-F/A)0{,(O)Vt(O)(rfrf)

(2^175 . d ) , . (10)

in which rf and </* are local fermion operators. The second term describes a nonlocal

interaction between the electrons. When F = 0 ( or U = 0) Hamiltonian (10) reduces to

that of the resonant level model , deduced by Fabrizio el al? by term to term comparison

of the expansions of the partition functions. The generalization of EK's condition to the

case // > 0 is manifest,

0



(11)

= -iv'/J dx[. )~tf/.(

f 2*

The spin is actually detached from the dynamics of the conduction electrons, or only

one Majorana fermion is involved.6 As the model is not exactly solvable, we may test a

perturbational expansion in the vicinty of T = 0, the additional free energy connected to

the impurity looks like . :

i>U")M^U.-*)M-») >EK • (13)

The average is taken with respect to the Hamiltonian with T •=• 0, and can be factorized

to the sum of three products. However, no singular results appear at least for small F. We

thus conclude that for weak repulsion Ua/vF << 1 the system retains the basic features

of EK's solution with linear specific heat and constant susceptibility, although the velocity

is changed due to the repulsion. These can be understood as the common characteristics

due to the dropping of the longitudinal spin. As shown by Sengupta and Georges," the

longitudinal term is responsible for the logarithmic divergency.

For strong repulsion (Ua/v/r » 1), the behaviors of the system also change dramat-

ically, eventually experience a kind of transition. In this case, similar to the Thirring

model,18.an analysis on the boson form is favarble. Substituting condition (11) into (5)



and setting down in a representation with Sx diagonal, we arrive at

( 1 4 ) ,

which is a boson version of the fermion Hamiltonian (12). The sign before the cosine term

does not matter much, it. means merely a trivial shift from <f> to $J±(jr/2A')'/2. Ec|.(14) is

Ihc Hamiltonian of tin; local sine-Gordon model, which is rather popular in recent reports,

and is linked to very broad background.19"21 It is known that when A* < 2 the cosine

term is rclevent, and the transverse exchange coupling flows continually to stronger value

tinder the scaling transformation. However, A' = 1 is a solvable point, therefore we expect

that for 1 < A" < 2 the low temperature behavior of the system is controlled by the same

fixed point as that of A' = 1, with re'iormalized parameters !>/.•(£') and Jx(U), J-e-,

( £ # * ) ) 2 ] + ^ CMK2JTA')«/»4(0)], (15) ;

hence the consequence of EK's solution is expected, including the zero point entropy.

On the other hand, when K > 2 the cosine term is irrelevent, a weak coupling theory

is at. hand. However, when the cosine term is neglected, the J: term becomes important. •

Considering a small deviation from the condition (11), we can describe the asymptotis for

A' > 2 by ' ' . • -r.: -'

//• = lvF J rf.rfx2(.r) + (JU(*))2] + ̂ (J; - 2*vr/K3)S;£*2l0) , ' (16) '..

Though this Hamiltonian posseses apparent degeneracy 5 : = ± | , the ground states are.

ho"'"ve'- "'•' I'ogo'i^I flue to infrared divergency, there is no tunneling between them, similar



to I In- case of (jiinnluni dissipative system.22

For a deeper insight- of this division of lirlinvior driven by the si run,!; repulsion, ivc

implement an another fmiiionizalion scheme, i.e.,

(17)

The li)c<'il sinr-Ciorrion Ilamillonian (20) llum IH.'C

flF = -i5,.-y Jx{: >!<tix)^i!>dT) : - : V-l(r)-ft,(<) :\

a f *
j (O)l. (1!))

+

+

with iV = '•; ' . : i7^ i»»«l .'/ = l " " / - 1 ^ - 'Hie Uamilloiiian (1!)) clesriibcs the cirec-ts or

a hncksraltcriiu; point potential on the Iiiillingcr lic|iiid.2"21 l-'or "repulsive'" interaction

g > 0 (or 11 < ij"1'2"^), the singularity due to the l>acl;scal.lenng is lo^rit liniic. while for

"iillrnctivc;" inlrr.iction g > 0 (or U > j)~''2"/.-), tliis singularity is enhanced to a power

law form, leading to orthogonality catastrophe. Intuitively, the attraction (</ < 0) will

weaken tlie: liack^catteriug process at the potential silo. As shown l>y Kane and l''isher,'2"

at zero temperature, the attraction between the electrons leads lo a perfect- transmission

through the barrier, while the repulsion results in total relicc.liou back.

Turning back to our original model, we Mud the repulsion between the electrons with

opposite spin can also paralyze the exchange mechanism. It can he understood as follow-



ing. Accompanying tin1 charge-spin separation, tlie repulsion ;ilso splits into two indepen-

dent, parts. Tin.1 charge density wave sector is ascribed l»y ;i ripulnion between I In- right-

;uiil left-moving l>r;mrlies. resulting in a Toiiionaga-I.iillinger model with ;m enhanced ex-

ponent in I lie correlation fund ions. On the contrary. I lie spin density wave si'ctor obtains

an iillnii-liini between ils right- anil left-moving luauclies (see Ki|.(:!))• its exponent ill the

<•nrrel.it ion functions diminishes. Only the spin degree interacts wilh the impurity. An in-

creasing 11 I Ims reduces I lie bare dimension of t lie exchange inl cracl ion, event nally makes

i( irvolovi-nl-. Our analysis shows (liitl at (h<; critical value (/•',. = If"''''i'/-) t.lie- repulsion

triggers a transit ion from I he strong coupling regime to the I lint of u-cvik coupling.

In summary, the electronic, repulsion may change I lie behavior of the tu'o-chaimr.'l

Koiulo model drastically. |-or sufticienlly weak repulsion, tin- low energy physics of the

Iwo-clianuel Kondo system with non-inlcracting electrons are preserved, which means

a uoii-I'eriiii liquid lixcd point under llic scaling transformation aiul the spin impurity

is oversreened. The increasing repulsion gradually suppresses the exchange mechanism,

eventually leads to a transition into a weak coupling regime in which tin; coupling Hows

to zero under the scaling transformation. The spin impurity is thus underscieened, the

ground slate will be degenerate without ergodicily. The picture of an overscreening to

iinder.scrccuiug is in striking contrast to that of the one-channel Kondo system.
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